Rachel Carter - Para-climber – OFFICIAL PRESS KIT
The 35 year old New Zealander, and mother of 3, is competing for the first time at the World
Championships in Innsbruck, Austria, September, 2018.
In June 2018, Rachel competed as New Zealand’s first international para-climber in Ohio, USA at the
Adaptive Climbing Championships. Her performance was good enough to secure her a spot at the
World Championships in Innsbruck, Austria.
Attitude, the world’s leading producer of video showcasing possibilities for people living with
disabilities and chronic health, has nominated Rachel as a finalist in its Emerging Athlete Award in
2018.
After an eighteen-year break from climbing, Rachel started again in 2017. She drives 1.5 hours each
way from her hometown of Whanganui, to reach the Vertigo Climbing Centre and training facility in
Ohakune, near Mount Ruapehu.
In 1999, Rachel sustained a fall while climbing in a faulty competition facility, leaving her with one
shattered ankle and the other broken. She spent the following months in a wheelchair whilst
recovering from major joint reconstruction. Part of her hip was used as a graft to reshape the left
ankle, as well as large metal screws. Then came learning to walk again.
Common high school barbs and taunts included being called “Cripple” and she started to be believe
it. After a while it was easier just to answer to the label because kids stopped using her name. But it
shattered her confidence and belief in herself that she would ever succeed in climbing again.
Five years ago, by then unable to walk due to severe progressive damage, Rachel became the 5th
person in New Zealand to have an experimental operation. It involved having a metal frame
attached internally and externally through her lower leg, and using a pair of spanners daily to slowly
expand the joint herself. During this process and the subsequent recovery, she began to understand
pain and ‘disability’ in a new way.
As part of her rehab Rachel made the conscious choice to challenge her belief in what she can and
cannot do and so she began to teach herself to climb despite the injury. Although she is not able to
use her lower left leg on the wall she is now climbing better as a para-climber than she ever did with
two good legs.
"Anything's possible. Adapt. Defy. Learn by failing, learn by trying." Says Rachel, as she looks
forward to being New Zealand’s first para-climber to compete on the international stage at the
World Championships.
Rachel is an inspirational public speaker and regularly shares her story of achievement and
resilience with school students, sporting groups and corporates.
Rachel’s main financial sponsors are Canah, European manufacturer of nutritional hemp seed foods,
and Industrial Tube, from Hamilton New Zealand.
For further information and contact details please visit http://www.sevenpeaks.net/rachel
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